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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

SUPER STORAGE: SNAP-ON INTRODUCES ROLL CAB WITH SUPER-WIDE DRAWERS 
Maximized convenience and capacity meet reliability and strength 

 
KENOSHA, Wis. (June 11, 2007) – For those who want it all – and want it all at their fingertips – the 

Super Wide Drawer Roll Cab (KRL1033) is the latest must-have tool storage unit from Snap-on Tools 

Company. Boasting the widest drawers in the industry – an impressive 67 inches – the roll cabinet is 

sure to meet even the biggest tool storage needs.  

 With a 5-inch and 3-inch depth, the roll cab’s super-wide drawers provide an unobstructed 

view, allowing for maximized accessibility and convenience without compromising load capacity. 

With more tools available at once, everything a technician needs is within reach to get jobs done 

faster. 

 The roll cab features Snap-on’s exclusive ISO-Ride caster design, which lasts up to twice as 

long as the previous spring-loaded version and has tested to an additional 200 pounds of weight 

capacity. 

 The new caster design also allows for an improved ride, making it easier than ever to move 

the roll cab around the shop. Isolation pads absorb impact for 30 percent better shock resistance, 

and vibration is dampened to create a smoother ride and prolong the life of the cab. In addition, the 

roll cab has an enhanced locking brake design, making it just as simple to stop as it is to move. 

The Super Wide Drawer Roll Cab is available in multiple Snap-on colors and can be 

customized with a variety of options, accessories and drawer configurations, and it comes with 

Snap-on’s industry-leading lifetime warranty. 

Customers can find out more about the Snap-on Super Wide Drawer Roll Cab (KRL1033) by 

contacting their local Snap-on representative, visiting www.snapon.com or by calling toll free 877-

SNAPON-2 (877-762-7662). More information about Snap-on’s tool storage products can be found at 

www.theundisputedchamp.com. 
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Snap-on Tools Company, LLC is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global 

innovator, manufacturer and marketer of tools, diagnostics and equipment solutions for professional 

users.  Product lines include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics software, information 

and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle manufacturers, 

dealerships and repair centers, as well as customers in industry, government, agriculture and 

construction.  Products are sold through its franchisees, company-direct sales and distributor 

channels, as well as over the Internet.  Founded in 1920, Snap-on is a $2.5 billion, S&P 500 

company headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. For additional information on Snap-on, visit 

www.snapon.com. 
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